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Abstract 
Bowed-twisted stators with large camber angles have been developed to replace the conventional tandem stators in an axial 
transonic fan stage working at high subsonic speeds. Experimental study is carried out on both stages with tandem stators and 
with bowed-twisted stators. Compared to the tandem stators, the bowed-twisted stators change the distribution of the low-energy
fluid and the potential high-energy fluid at the compressor outlets, reduce the endwall loss significantly, improve the aerody-
namic matching of rotors and stators, and eventually increase the fan stage performances. The aerodynamic performances of the 
fan stage at different operating points are compared and contrasted. The results show that the transonic fan stage with 
bowed-twisted stators has better aerodynamic performances. It is thus suggested that the bowed-twisted stators with large camber
angles be popularized into the high-loaded transonic fan designs. 
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1. Introduction1
High-loaded compressors constitute key compo-
nents of modern advanced turbojet engines. The study 
of the compressor blades with large camber angles of, 
usually, more than 43°, can be traced as far back as the 
1990s. J. D. Bryce, et al.[1] investigated the three-di-
mensional flow in a high-loaded single-stage transonic 
fan (C148 of Rolls-Royce). The camber angle of the 
stator at hub was nearly 60°. Both experimental and 
numerical results showed a severe flow separation 
occurring at the stator hub due to the large adverse 
pressure gradient[2]. The experimental efficiency was 
3.5% lower than what the designers required. W. J. 
Calvert, et al.[3] redesigned the stator to impart it an even 
higher load level. The experiments demonstrated the 
stator having achieved the demanded aerodynamic per-
formance. J. Friedrichs, et al.[4] compared two stators of 
a low-speed axial compressor, both with a 60° camber 
angle. One was of conventional design and the other had 
forward-sweep at the hub. The efficiency of the latter 
was 10% higher than that of the former at small flow 
rates. Flow visualization displayed that the stator with 
forward-sweep delayed a corner stall thus improving 
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the surge margin. M. Boese, et al.[5], J. W. Douglas, et 
al.[6] and L. Hilgenfeld, et al.[7] studied the high-loaded 
blade in the linear compressor cascades operating un-
der the conditions of different Mach numbers, different 
turbulence intensities and being with or without 
steady/unsteady wake disturbance. Their investigations 
deepened the understanding of the behavior of high- 
loaded blades of the compressors. 
H. D. Weingold, et al.[8] and A. Fischer, et al.[9] 
studied effects of sweeping and bowing on high-per- 
formance compressor blades. They disclosed that the 
swept or bowed stators upgraded stage performance. 
The successful applications have been evidenced by 
the real products from Rolls-Royce in the UK[10],
Rolls-Royce in the US[11-12], GE[13] and Pratt-Whit-
ney[14].
In order to reduce the number of components and 
compressor weights, bowed-twisted stators with large 
camber angles were developed to replace the conven-
tional tandem stators in an axial transonic fan stage[15].
This article is meant to conduct the tests on a high- 
speed compressor to validate the bowed-twisted stator 
design and to clarify its contribution in the axial tran-
sonic fan stage.  
2. Experimental Setup 
2.1. Basic geometrical parameters of a stator 
Table 1 compares the basic geometrical parameters 
of tandem stators and bowed-twisted stators. With the Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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unchanged meridional flow passage, the modified sta-
tors have the blades with the same height as the tan-
dem stators, but the number of blades reduces almost 
by half, which means a significant cut in manufactur-
ing and installation costs. The bowed-twisted stators 
also decrease axial chord length, as well as a smaller 
blade turning angle. Besides, the bowed-twisted design 
has the total blade surface area reduced by 12.3%, 
which is of great benefit to reduction of friction loss. 
The decrease of blade weight and axial chord length of 
bowed-twisted stators is helpful to decrease the com-
pressor weight, and hence increases the thrust-weight 
ratio of the engine. Result is that the overall perform-
ance of the turbofan engine is improved. Fig.1 illus-
trates the meridional projection of the fan stages with 
different kinds of stators. 
Table 1  Stator geometrical parameters 
Tandem stator 
Parameter 
I II 
Bowed-twisted stator
Blade number 34 34 36 
Chord at midspan/mm 40.0 24.0 51.0 
Aspect ratio 1.00 1.67 0.80 
Blade height/mm 40.2 40.2 40.2 
Hub 2.16 1.20 2.85 Solidity 
Tip 1.55 1.00 2.35 
Blade camber angle /(q) 32.0 24.0 48.5 
Fig.1  Meridional projection of fan stages. 
2.2. High-speed compressor rig 
The experiments were performed on an axial tran-
sonic fan stage at Harbin Institute of Technology. The 
compressor rig is driven by a direct-current motor with 
a power of 800 kW. The maximum rotating speed of 
the fan stage is 42 000 r/min. The mass flow under 
design condition is 9 kg/s. The total pressure ratio is 
2.1 at the rotor’s tip speed of 410 m/s. Fig.2 shows the 
schematic structure of the transonic fan rig. Two inlet 
flow tubes with different diameters are used respec-
tively to obtain accurate mass flow rate under the 
whole operating conditions. Fig.3 shows the photos of 
a fan stage with bowed-twisted stators under test. 
2.3. Measuring system 
The motor rotates with a fluctuation of less than ±1 
r/min and a relative error below 1%. Inlet and outlet 
pressures are determined by means of a DSA3017 se-
ries pressure measuring system. The system has an 
error lower than 0.02% of the full span (F.S.). The 
temperature is measured with copper-constantan ther-
mocouples with the accuracy of ±1.0 K. The signals 
are recorded through a VXI data acquisition system, 
which is an extension of virtual machine environment 
(VME) instrumentation. Measuring planes are located 
in front of the inlet flow tube, at the compressor inlet 
(before the fan) and the compressor outlet (behind the 
stator) respectively. The incoming flow is uniform. 
Two five-hole total pressure probes are placed sym-
metrically in the circumferential direction at the com-
pressor inlet. At the compressor outlet, four three-hole 
total pressure probes, four three-point thermocouples 
and one seven-hole total pressure rake are used to de-
termine the flow parameters. The measurement within 
one flow passage is shifted from the hub to the tip and 
1üInlet flow tube; 2üThrottle; 3üDamping chamber; 4üTest section; 5üExhaust volute;  
6üGear box II; 7üGear box I; 8üTorque meter; 9üDirect-current motor
Fig.2  Schematic drawing of a transonic fan rig. 
Fig.3  Photos of a fan stage with bowed-twisted stators. 
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taken at five radial locations. The displacement error 
of the rake is ±0.008 mm. 
The stage’s performance parameters comprise total 
pressure ratio *kS and efficiency *kK . They are defined as 
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where k is specific heat ratio, p the pressure, T the 
temperature; subscripts 0 and 2 represent compressor 
inlet and outlet respectively. 
3. Experimental Results and Discussion 
3.1. Total pressure distribution at compressor outlet 
During the test, the inlet flow of the compressor was 
uniform. The steady total pressure was determined by 
using the seven-hole rake at the compressor outlet. The 
rubber pipe connecting the probe and the pressure 
transducer had a damping effect on the pressure fluc-
tuation. In addition, the sampling frequency of the 
pressure transducer was much lower than the distur-
bance frequency due to the rotor/fan-stator interaction. 
Therefore, the total pressure at the compressor exit 
could be regarded as the time-averaged value. 
(1) At design operating speed 
At the design operating speed, the distribution of the 
total pressure at the compressor outlet varies as the 
mass flow rate G. Figs.4-5 show the experimental re-
sults of the tandem stators and the bowed-twisted sta-
tors of the fan stage respectively. h represents relative 
Fig.4  Total pressure distribution at outlet of stage with 
tandem stators at design speed. 
Fig.5  Total pressure distribution at outlet of stage with 
bowed-twisted stators at design speed. 
radial position and t represents the pitch in both figures. 
The 100%, 99.7% and 92.8% mass flows represent 
three operating conditions, which correspond to the 
maximum flow rate point, the design point and the 
small flow rate point, respectively. At near surge point 
with nearly 85.0% mass flow rate, the outlet pressure 
field is found highly unsteady with severe flow separa-
tion and strong pressure fluctuation. As a result, 92.8% 
mass flow point instead of the surge point is selected as 
the subject for further discussion 
For the fan stage with tandem stators, at the 100% 
mass flow point, the stator wake occupies 20% of the 
pitch at the midspan. At the two endwalls, the pitch-
wise extent of the low-energy fluid enlarges due to the 
secondary flow effects. A distinct low-pressure region 
caused by the flow separation exists in the corner be-
tween the stator suction surface and the lower endwall. 
The maximum total pressure region is located in the 
middle of the flow passage and a little above the 
midspan. As the flow rate decreases, at the 99.7% mass 
flow point, the flow separation in the lower corner 
covers nearly half of the pitch, while the wake at 
midspan also widens. The maximum total pressure 
occurs near the upper endwall representing the results 
of the increased shock diffusion in the upper half of 
the rotor passage[15]. At the 92.8% mass flow point, the 
inlet flow enters the stator with positive incidence, thus 
making the flow separation region in the lower corner 
extend to 80% of the pitch. The wake at midspan oc-
cupies over half the pitch. The total pressure loss in-
creases rapidly. On the whole, as the mass flow rate 
decreases, the low-energy fluid would exert remark-
able influences on the aerodynamic performance at the 
lower endwall.
For the fan stage with bowed-twisted stators, the 
curved trailing edge of the bowed-twisted stators 
changes the wake shape as the dash line describes in 
Fig.5. At the 100% mass flow point, the maximum 
total pressure is located in the center of the flow pas-
sage around the midspan. At the 99.7% mass flow 
point, the wake width decreases from the hub to the tip. 
In the middle of the flow passage, the total pressure 
stays at a high level. From the maximum flow rate 
point to the design point, no noticeable flow separation 
can be found in the hub corner region. The boundary 
layer moving in the crosswise direction due to the ef-
fects of the large profile camber angles will mix with the 
wake at the stator exit. The area influenced by mixing, 
however, is not noticeable on the bowed-twisted stators. 
When the mass flow rate continues to decrease, at the 
92.8% mass flow point, the accumulation of the 
low-energy fluid in the hub corner near the suction 
surface strengthens. The accumulated low- energy 
fluid moves to the midspan caused by the radial pres-
sure gradient in the bowed-twisted stators, and mixes 
up with the boundary layer on the suction surface. No 
significant separation region exists in the hub corner, 
while high total pressure maintains in the middle of the 
flow passage. On the whole, as the mass flow rate de-
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creases, the wake shape changes little, indicating a 
small change of the deviation angle. This means that 
the increasing aerodynamic load does not bolster the 
mix of the secondary flow and the wake. 
In bowed-twisted stators, at the same mass flow rate, 
the potential fluid is situated spanwise at the exit lower 
than in tandem stators. This comes from the effect of 
the negative lean in the front half part of the chord on 
the flow field. The high-energy potential fluid has a 
favorable effect on the flow close to the lower endwall, 
as such the high loss region contracts. Compared to the 
tandem stators, the bowed-twisted stators have a 
higher total pressure level at outlets and a larger area 
dominated by the potential fluid especially at the de-
sign point. Combination of blade bowing and twisting 
as well as local profile modification[15] improves the 
flow behavior at the lower endwall by moving the 
low-energy fluid to the midspan, thus resulting in sup-
pression of the corner separation. As the mass flow 
rate declines, the flow improvement near the endwall 
turns more noticeable. 
(2) At off-design operating speeds 
Figs.6-7 show the total pressure distribution at out-
lets at the operating point at off-design operating 
speeds for the stage with tandem stators and the stage 
with bowed-twisted stators respectively. For the former 
stage, at the 82.1% design speed n , the wake width at 
the midspan amounts to 20% of the pitch. The flow 
field under the influence of the mixing of the secon-
dary flow and wake extends 1/3 of the blade height 
from the two endwalls. A small separation region ex-
ists in the corner between the lower endwall and the 
suction surface. The maximum total pressure is located 
in the middle of the flow passage at 35% of the blade 
height. At the 92.3% design speed, a detached bowed 
shock appearing in the front of the rotor/fan tip re-
gion[15] augments the diffusion capacity of the upper 
half of the rotor/fan, and also heightens the total pres-
sure level at the upper half of the stator outlet. At this 
operating speed, the high-loss region in the hub corner 
enlarges. The area of the low-energy fluid extends 
spanwise to 40% and pitchwise to 50%. The mass flow 
rate occupies nearly 96.4% of the maximum flow rate 
at this operating speed. Local low-supersonic areas 
exist at the hub of the front stators [15]. Thus the high 
loss at the hub corner is caused by both the flow sepa-
ration and the rapid thickening of the boundary layer 
on the suction surface after the weak shock. Since the 
outlet measuring plane is located one chord length 
downstream of the stator trailing edge, the separated 
and thickened boundary layers further mix up as they 
move downstream and a high loss region consequently 
forms. At the 112.5% design speed, a passage shock 
covers the whole blade height within the rotor passage, 
and a weak shock also exists in front of the first row of 
the stator hub near the suction surface[15]. The 
shock/boundary layer interaction causes boundary 
layer separation on the stator suction surface. Flow 
separation also occurs at the hub region of the second 
row of the stators. A high-loss region thus forms oc-
cupying 60% of the blade height from the hub and 
more than half of the pitch at the compressor exit. 
From the pitchwise distribution of the low-energy fluid, 
it can be surmised that the deviation angle also in-
creases.
Fig.6  Total pressure distribution at outlets of tandem sta-
tors at off-design speeds. 
Fig.7  Total pressure distribution at outlets of bowed-twisted 
stators at off-design speeds.  
For the stage with bowed-twisted stators, the flow 
within the rotor passage at different operating speeds is 
similar to that in the stage with tandem stators. At the 
82.1% design speed, the wake and high-energy fluid 
coexist at the stator exit. The high-energy fluid region 
in the middle of the flow passage covers the whole 
blade height with the maximum total pressure at the 
midspan. The high-loss regions resulting from the 
mixing of the endwall secondary flow and the wake 
occupy one-third of the blade heights from the upper 
and lower endwalls respectively. The loss at the hub is 
a little higher than that at the tip. At the 92.3% design 
speed, similar to the first row of tandem stators, local 
low-supersonic area occurs at the hub[15]. Boundary 
layer after the weak shock thickens rapidly and inter-
acts with the low-energy fluid crossing the flow pas-
sage and eventually separates downstream of the trail-
ing edge at the hub under the effect of the large ad-
verse pressure gradient. A high-loss region therefore 
forms from the hub to 40% of the blade height and 
covers pitchwise almost a half of the pitch. In the mid-
dle of the flow passage, the total pressure stays at a 
higher level along the whole blade height. The high- 
loss region at the hub is much smaller than that in the 
stage with tandem stators. At the 112.5% design speed, 
the aerodynamic load of the stator rises due to the in-
creased inlet Mach numbers. Boundary layer on the 
suction surface near the leading edge separates after 
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the shock at the hub. The separated low-energy fluid is 
forced to move towards the midspan due to the com-
bined effects of the positive lean at the rear half part of 
the chord and the secondary flow near the hub. The 
area affected by the separated fluid is much smaller 
than that in the stage with tandem stators, which indi-
cates a better aerodynamic performance of the stage 
with bowed-twisted stators operating at overspeeds. 
Along the operating line, as the operating speeds 
grow, the loss at the hub of the tandem stators in-
creases, while the high-energy fluid region moves to-
wards the upper endwall, and the flow behavior near 
the hub deteriorates. For the bowed-twisted stators, 
however, other than an increased loss at the hub when 
a weak shock occurs near the stator suction surface, 
the center of the potential fluid remains at the midspan 
while high-energy fluid covers the whole blade height 
and the loss within the middle of the flow passage at 
two endwalls declines significantly. Even at the 
maximum operating speed, the influence of the sepa-
rated fluid on the outlet flow field is limited near the 
suction surface. The performance of the stage with 
bowed-twisted stators at the operating points at differ-
ent speeds is more preferable than the stage with tan-
dem stators. 
3.2. Analysis of stage characteristics 
Fig.8 shows the compressor map, where the super-
script * represents stagnation condition. For the stage 
with tandem stators, the envelope of the maximum 
efficiency is a curve. As the operating speed rises, the 
efficiency envelope firstly falls slowly and then rapidly 
after the 100% design speed. The maximum efficiency 
occurs at the 82.1% design speed. Along the speed line 
in the range from 82.1% to 96.4% design speed, as the 
mass flow rate decreases, the total pressure ratio in-
creases slowly. The efficiency, however, increases at 
first, and then decreases gently with the maximum 
value occurring near the maximum flow rate point. At 
Fig.8  Compressor map. 
the 100% design speed and more, a typical transonic 
flow presents itself within the rotor flow passage[15].
The total pressure ratio and efficiency on the speed 
line alter vertically at the maximum flow rate point. 
The maximum efficiency occurs when the mass flow 
rate approaches the maximum. From the breaking 
point to the left on the speed line, as the mass flow rate 
decreases, the total pressure ratio changes little while 
the efficiency reduces linearly. For the stage with 
bowed-twisted stators, as the operating speed rises, the 
efficiency envelope ascends first and then descends. 
The maximum efficiency occurs at the 92.3% design 
speed.
The characteristics of stage with bowed-twisted sta-
tors at different operating speeds are similar to the 
stage with tandem stators. In the range from 82.1% to 
103.6% design speeds, the maximum mass flow rate of 
the stage with bowed-twisted stators is larger than the 
stage with tandem stators because the bowed-twisted 
stators improve the flow behavior near the hub, thus 
reducing the flow blockage. In the range from 82.1% 
to 89.3% design speed, the total pressure ratio of the 
stage with bowed-twisted stators is roughly the same 
as that of the stage with tandem stators, but the effi-
ciency is much higher. This is because both the outlet 
pressure and temperature fields change in the case of 
bowed-twisted stators and the variation of the tem-
perature field implies the loss reduction of the rotors. 
In the range from 92.3% to 103.6% design speed, there 
are two bowed shocks rather than one within the rotor 
flow passage[15] for both stages with tandem stators and 
bowed-twisted stators. The compressor behaves like a 
typical transonic stage. The total pressure ratio of the 
stage with bowed-twisted stators increases with the 
efficiency up by 4% as against the stage with tandem 
stators. Taking into account the experimental errors, 
such as the different fan tip clearance between the tan-
dem and bowed-twisted stator stages as well as the 
sensor error, the uncertainty in efficiency is about r1%, 
so the increase in efficiency is estimated to be 2.0%- 
2.5%. This implies better matching with the fan the 
bowed-twisted stators have than the tandem stators, 
and, consequently, better performances the stage with 
bowed-twisted stators has. 
3.3. Comparison of stator performances 
The loss coefficient of a stator is defined as 
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         (3) 
where the subscript 1 represents stator inlet and 2 
compressor outlet. 
Since no probe is placed between the rotor/fan and 
the stator due to the minor axial gap, the maximum 
reading of the seven-hole rake at the stator exit is se-
lected as the total pressure at the stator inlet. At the 
100% design speed and more, the difference between 
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the maximum reading and the real total pressure at the 
stator inlet has reached the point that the loss coeffi-
cient at such operating speeds could be subject to no 
more than qualitative discussion. 
Compared to the tandem stators, as shown in Fig.9, 
the loss coefficient of the bowed-twisted stators is re-
duced at all operating points. In the range from 82.1% 
to 103.6% design speed, the loss coefficient of the 
tandem stators is above 0.11. As the operating speed 
increases, the minimum loss coefficient on each speed 
line also increases. Within this operating range, the 
loss coefficient of the bowed-twisted stators is less 
than 0.1 when the fan stage works along the operating 
line. The bowed-twisted stators have better aerody-
namic performances than the tandem stators. On each 
speed line, as the mass flow rate decreases, the inci-
dence angle of the flow at the stator’s leading edge 
increases, making the loss coefficient of both the tan-
dem and bowed-twisted stators grow. The minimum 
loss of the stators occurs depending on the condition 
under which the stage works. 
Fig.9  Comparison of stator loss coefficient. 
For the bowed-twisted stators, just as required by 
the designers, the loss coefficient reaches the minimum 
at the design point and design operating speed[15]. The 
loss coefficient of the bowed-twisted stators is smaller 
than that of the tandem stators when the stage works 
along the operating line at different operating speeds 
as well as at most of other operating points. At the op-
erating points close to the stable operating limit, the 
difference of loss coefficients between the tandem and 
bowed-twisted stators becomes small. 
Fig.10 shows the spanwise distribution of the stator 
loss coefficients at the design speed as the function of 
mass flow rate. The loss in the upper half of the stator 
flow passage is smaller than that in the lower half. As 
the mass flow rate of the bowed-twisted stator de-
creases in the vicinity of the surge boundary, the loss at 
the midspan increases rapidly. The maximum loss re-
gion moves from the lower endwall to the midspan as 
the mass flow rate decreases, as such the endwall loss 
reduces. The maximum loss of the tandem stators is 
also shifted from 20% of blade height to the midspan 
as the mass flow rate decreases. At the two endwall 
regions, the bowed-twisted stators have a smaller loss 
gradient than the tandem stators, which indicates the 
favorable effects the bowed-twisted stators have on the 
flow behavior at the two endwalls. 
Fig.10  Effects of mass flow on stator energy loss coeffi-
cient along blade height.
4. Conclusions
Bowed-twisted stators with large camber angles 
have found applications in the transonic fan stage to 
replace the conventional tandem stators. Experimental 
verification evidences that the fan stage with bowed- 
twisted stators has improved aerodynamic perfor- 
mances at the whole operating points in comparison 
with the stage with tandem stators. Bowed-twisted 
stators are helpful to alleviate flow separation at the 
hub corner, thus reducing the losses near the endwalls. 
Bowed-twisted stators also improve the matching for 
the upstream rotors, hence contributing to better stage 
performances. It is worth our while to popularize 
bowed-twisted stators with large camber angles into 
the high-loaded transonic fan stage designs. 
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